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the denotation of the noun they modify.
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Introduction

Hungarian allows an apparently optional classifier:2 many nouns can be directly modified by a
numeral (1a), but can also be combined with a classifier before being modified by a numeral
(1b). In this paper, we refer to the former expressions as numeral expressions (henceforth: Numexpressions), and the latter ones as classifier expressions (henceforth: CL-expressions).3
(1)

a.

b.

három könyv
three book
‘three books’
három darab könyv
three CLgeneral book
‘three books’

This paradigm poses a problem for the traditional categorizations which define two major systems for explaining countability in the nominal domain: (i) a system which uses sortal classifiers,
such as in Mandarin Chinese; (ii) a system which uses count nouns that can directly be modified
by numerals, such as in English (Greenberg 1974). Given this background, classifier optionality
displayed in (1) raises questions about the difference between the Num-expressions and the CLexpressions in Hungarian, as well as about the function of classifiers such as darab (CLgeneral ). The
aim of this paper is to give a semantic account of the Hungarian classifier phenomenon, in particular, to analyze the interaction among classifiers, numerals, and nouns that have countable entities
in their denotation. We present a novel approach under which the complement of a classifier can
be a count noun.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we discuss the mass and count distinction
and highlight that Hungarian cannot be easily placed in mass/count typologies, partially because
of the classifier optionality exemplified in (1). Section 3 presents novel data that show that the
presence or absence of classifiers in cases like (1) has some semantic effect. Then, in Section 4,
we give a short overview how our data poses a problem for previous approaches to Hungarian
classifier optionality. We set out our analysis of Hungarian classifiers in Section 5, and discuss
additional cases our analysis accounts for. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

The mass/count distinction
Mass/count as a grammatical distinction

Mass and count nouns have distinct grammatical properties that have been observed cross-linguistically.
Some of the tests distinguishing mass from count in English include: direct modification by numerals, pluralization, and determiner selection.
First, count nouns directly combine with numerals, resulting in Num-expressions, while mass
nouns do not. With numerals, mass nouns require an obligatory mediating element, a classifier or
2 Classifier optionality is a term used to refer to the assumption that in certain constructions the classifier is not
necessary, but available, and its presence or absence is not associated with a semantic difference, see e.g. Gil (2013).
3 The following abbreviations are used in the paper: 1 – first person; ACC – accusative case; CL – classifier; INE –
inessive case; PFV – perfective aspect; PL – plural; POSS – possesive; SG – singular; SUBL – sublative.
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a measure phrase, resulting in a CL-expression (2). Second, count nouns can be morphologically
marked for plural, while mass nouns cannot (3). Third, determiners are sensitive to the mass/count
distinction: some select only count nouns, some select only mass nouns (4).
(2)

a. three books
b. #three waters
c. three buckets/litres of water

(3)

a. books
b. #waters

(4)

a. many/*much books
b. *many/much water

It is widely agreed that the distinction between nouns such as book and water is a grammatical distinction (Pelletier 1975). Nevertheless, the basis of grammatical countability and how it is encoded
in the grammar of particular languages is subject to ongoing debate. While some emphasize that
counting relies on the semantic atomic structure of a predicate (Link 1983, Landman 1991, 2003,
2004), others argue that counting is a measure operation under which predicates are evaluated in
number of measure units (Krifka 1989, 1995). The former approach treats counting as an operation
which applies to sums of atoms and specifies the number of atoms in the denotation of a predicate.
The latter approach assumes a covert classifier incorporated into the numeral in order to achieve
individuation (Krifka 1995).
Rothstein (2010b, 2017) offers an account that integrates elements of both approaches above:
counting is an operation on atoms, and countability is lexically encoded in count nouns. Rothstein
assumes the basic denotation of a noun to be mass, and a COUNT operation specifies what counts
as a semantic atom in a given context. She further argues that mass/count is a reflection of the
distinction between the operations of counting and measuring. According to her approach, counting entities and measuring stuff are two different operations: “counting is putting atomic entities
in one-to-one relation with natural numbers [. . . ], measuring is giving value to a quantity on a
calibrated dimensional scale” (Rothstein 2010b, p. 5). The main difference between count and
mass nouns is in their denotation of sets of entities: count nouns denote sets of entities that can be
counted, while mass nouns denote sets of entities that can be measured.
The above approaches are concerned with the ontological basis of the mass/count distinction,
which does not play a crucial role in our analysis. We consider the mass/count distinction to be
a grammatical phenomenon. In this paper, we only make the ontological commitment that count
nouns have atoms in their denotation while mass nouns do not, but we leave aside the question
what those atoms exactly are and which atomization operations are involved in accessing them.
There is considerable cross-linguistic variation in how counting and measuring is encoded in
the grammar of particular languages. The next section describes the two major types of languages
discussed in the mass/count literature.

2.2

Mass/count typologies

Greenberg (1974) describes two main types of languages in terms of encoding counting: some languages use a grammatical distinction between count nouns and mass nouns, while others use sortal
classifiers. In languages such as English, there are count nouns which can be directly modified by
3

numerals (5a). In contrast, in languages such as Mandarin Chinese, all nouns are mass and use
sortal classifiers upon combining nouns with numerals (5b).
(5)

a.
b.

five books
wu *(ben)
shu
five itCLvolume book
‘five books’

Chierchia (1998, 2010) argues that the two systems are in complementary distribution, and that
disparate grammatical properties are associated with each system. In typical mass/count languages,
direct modification of count nouns by numerals is possible, as shown in (2), and a morphological
singular/plural distinction on the noun is marked, see (3); neither is the case in typical classifier
languages, see the Mandarin Chinese examples in (6)–(7).
(6)

a.

b.

(7)

a.

b.

san *(ge)
pingguo
three CLgeneral apple
‘three apples’
san *(ping) shui
three CLbottle water
’three bottles of water’
yi *(ben)
shu
one CLvolume book
‘one book’
wu *(ben)
shu
five CLvolume book
‘five books’

In mass/count languages, sortal classifiers are incompatible with count nouns (8), and bare singulars cannot appear in argument position (9); both are possible in classifier languages, see the
Mandarin Chinese (7a) and (10).
(8)

*I have one unit/piece of book.

(9)

*I bought book.

(10)

wo mai le shu
I buy PFV book
‘I bought a/the book/books.’

(Schvarcz & Rothstein 2017, p. 184, ex. (2d))

The following table sums up the differences between typical mass/count languages on the one
hand, and classifier languages on the other.

Mass/count
Classifier

Direct modification
by numerals

Plural nominal
morphology

Sortal individuating
classifiers

Bare singular
arguments

3
7

3
7

7
3

7
3

Table 1: The traits of the two types of languages according to Chierchia (1998, 2010)
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2.3

Hungarian and the mass/count typologies

Hungarian poses a problem for such a categorization, as it exhibits both genuine mass/count language traits (Schvarcz 2014) and classifier language traits simultaneously. Hungarian allows for
the direct modification of nouns by numerals (11) and exhibits a morphological distinction between singular and plural nouns (12) – although nouns are not morphologically marked plural
when combined with numerals.
(11)

három könyv
three book
‘three books’

(12)

könyv/könyv-ek
book/book-PL
‘book/books’

Moreover, determiners such as minden ‘every’ are restricted to singular count nouns (13a); while
other determiners such as egy kis ‘some/a bit/a little’ are restricted to mass nouns (13b).4 These
traits make Hungarian mass/count language-like.
(13)

a.

b.

minden könyv/#víz
every book/water
‘every book/#water’
egy kis #könyv/víz
one little book/water
‘some #book/water’

(Schvarcz 2014, p. 20)

However, Hungarian allows for bare singular arguments (14), and a CL-expression upon combining
nouns with numerals, as already shown in (1b) (repeated as (15) below). These traits make the
language similar to a classifier language.
(14)

Könyv-et vettem.
book-ACC bought.1 SG
‘I bought a book/books.’

4 A reviewer points out that edible nouns like palacsinta ‘pancake’,

körte ‘pear’, or mogyoró ‘peanut’ or ‘hazelnut’
are compatible with egy kis, see (ia), indicating mass-like properties, at the same time these nouns can be directly
modified by a numeral or the determiner minden ‘every’, as in (ib), suggesting they are count nouns.
(i)

a.

b.

egy kis palacsinta/körte/mogyoró
one little pancake/pear/peanut
‘some pancake/pear/peanut’
három/minden palacsinta/körte/mogyoró
three/every
pancake/pear/peanut
‘three/every pancake(s)/pear(s)/peanut(s)’

Edible nouns are an area of language where there are consistent mass/count interpretation shifts cross-linguistically
(Rothstein 2010a, Vermonte 2013, Doetjes 2013, Renans 2014), and hence the pattern in (i) is not surprising. We
presume that the compatibility of egy kis with edible nouns is due to some special characteristics of these nouns, and
not to the use of egy kis as a determiner.
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(15)

három darab könyv
three CLgeneral book
‘three books’

= (1b)

This combination of grammatical properties is unexpected in the Chierchian mass/count typology.
To account for the optional classifier phenomenon in Hungarian, two approaches have been proposed in the literature: one that is based on the rich classifier phenomena (Csirmaz & Dékány
2014); and another which identifies two possible readings – a mass and a count interpretation – of
most nominals in the language (Schvarcz & Rothstein 2017).
According to Csirmaz & Dékány (2014), Hungarian is a language that has classifiers in which
all of the nouns are mass, and counting requires either an explicit lexicalized classifier, such as
darab, or a null sortal classifier (both glossed as CLgeneral in (16)). Even though in their paper
the term ‘classifier language’ is used in a descriptive sense, i.e. a language that has sortal classifiers, both properties, the existence of classifiers and nouns having a basic mass denotation, make
Hungarian a classifier language in the sense of the Chierchian typology.
(16)

a.

b.

három darab
three CLgeneral
‘three books’
három 0/ CL
three CLgeneral
‘three books’

könyv
book
könyv
book

Even though the Hungarian-as-a-classifier-language approach in Csirmaz & Dékány (2014) explains the usage of sortal classifiers, it does not explain other facts about Hungarian, such as the
meaning of the plural marker, or other mass/count-language-like traits. Schvarcz & Rothstein
(2017) show that plural marking is sensitive to the mass/count distinction: with notional count
nouns, the plural suffix yields a predicate denoting a set of pluralities of individuals, see (17),
while with notional mass nouns, pluralization yields an abundance reading (18a), or a plurality of
kinds (18b), or a plurality of events reading (18c) (see Corbett 2000, Doron & Müller 2013 and
Epstein-Naveh 2015 a.o.).
(17)

János egész nap fej-ek-et
simogat.
János whole day head-PL-ACC stroke.
‘János strokes heads all day.’

(18)

a.

b.

c.

A csatornahálózat nem alkalmas a nagy viz-ek elvezetésé-re.
the sewer.system not suitable the big water-PL diversion-SUBL
‘The sewer system is not suitable for diverting a lot of water.’
János összehasonlította a viz-ek ár-á-t.
János compared
the water-PL price-POSS-ACC
‘János compared the prices of the different kinds of water.’
A jégkorszak végén jöttek a nagy viz-ek.
the ice.age
end.of came the big water-PL
‘At the end of the ice age, there were many floods.’

Furthermore, Schvarcz (2014) discusses numerous ways for distinguishing between mass and
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count expressions in Hungarian. (For further discussion on these issues, see the Schvarcz (2014)
and Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017), and the references therein.) Thus, an alternative solution has
been offered by Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) according to which nouns like könyv, ‘book’, are ambiguous between a count and mass interpretation. On the mass reading, the classifier is obligatory
(19a), while on the count reading, the classifier is impossible (19b).
(19)

a.

b.

három *(darab)
three
CL general
‘three books’
három (*darab)
three
CL general
‘three books’

[könyv]MASS
book
[könyv]COUNT
book

Both Csirmaz & Dékány (2014) and Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) assume that classifiers in Hungarian are required by mass syntax; the role of the classifier is to map mass predicates onto sets of
discrete countable units. They both build on the Chierchian framework in which count nouns are
not expected to take classifiers: Csirmaz & Dékány (2014) equate Hungarian to a true classifier
language; Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) propose a “mixed system” and two ways of counting: “a
single lexical item can be used in counting contexts either as a count noun [and can be directly
modified by a numeral] or in a sortal classifier construction” (p. 207). Moreover, both approaches
assume that the two possible constructions for expressing the number of some entities – a Numexpression and a CL-expression – are interpreted in the same way.
In this paper we discuss data which suggest a different analysis. We focus on nouns like
könyv ‘book’, which behave both like mass and count nouns based on their co-occurrence with
classifiers. Here we refer to these nouns as mixed nouns. We show that mixed nouns can have a
different interpretation depending on the kind of expression (Num or CL) they occur in. Based on
this data, we claim that the classifier optionality in Hungarian is not sensitive to the grammatical
distinction between mass and count nouns. Instead, we argue that classifiers are elements with
their own lexical semantic content and their role in Hungarian CL-expressions is not to individuate
or divide mass (as mainstream approaches to classifiers suggest), but to determine what type of
objects in the denotation of the noun are counted by the numeral.5

3

The key observation

The main observation of the paper is that in some contexts, the interpretation of Num-expressions
and that of CL-expressions may be different despite what the previous approaches suggest. This
difference can be observed with mixed nouns that are polysemous having a so-called physical
object and an informational object sense (Pustejovsky 1995, Asher 2011, Gotham 2017, a.o.),
5 The

phenomenon of Hungarian CL-expressions alludes to the debate on the semantic content of classifiers. Sortal
classifiers have been analyzed as non-lexical semantically redundant elements (Her & Hsieh 2010, Cheng & Sybesma
2012). Other analyses have treated them as determining the denotation of a noun in counting expressions (Bale,
Coon & Arcos López 2016, Bale, Coon & Arcos López 2019, and Dékány 2021 for Hungarian). The analysis in
this paper aligns with the latter approach. However, we do not wish to provide generalizations about the lexical
content of classifiers cross-linguistically, our aim is to compositionally capture the role of the general classifier darab
in Hungarian.
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e.g. könyv ‘book’, festmény ‘painting’, magazin ‘magazine’, etc. If such nouns appear in Numexpressions, the numeral can count the objects of either type in the denotation of the noun – given
that the context itself does not specify the interpretation of the noun. However, if the noun occurs in
a CL-expressions in the same context, the numeral can only count physical objects. This meaningshift between Num-expressions and CL-expressions is illustrated in (20).
(20)

a.

b.

c.

SCENARIO :

Amelia is an adventurous librarian whose main hobby is to look for
ancient and medieval books that got lost over the centuries. Last month, she had a
particularly successful mission in Alexandria: she found a codex containing three
works by Valentina. (Valentina is a medieval author whose work is mostly lost, but
well-documented, so it is known that she only wrote books.) There was nothing else
in the codex, and Amelia found nothing else last month.
(A múlt hónap-ban) Amélia egy (darab) könyv-et talált.
the last month-INE Amelia one (CLgeneral ) book-ACC found
‘Last month, Amelia found one book.’
(A múlt hónap-ban) Amélia három (#darab) könyv-et talált.
the last month-INE Amelia three (CLgeneral ) book-ACC found
‘Last month, Amelia found three books.’

In the scenario described in (20a), there is one book in the physical object sense (the codex Amelia
found), and there are three books in the informational object sense (the works by Valentina in the
codex). That is, the noun könyv, ‘book’ can be used to refer to books both in the physical and
the informational object sense. In this context, both the Num-expression and the CL-expression are
felicitous if the numeral in the expression corresponds to the number of physical books (see (20b)),
however, only the Num-expression is felicitous if the numeral in the expression corresponds to the
number of books in the informational object sense (see (20c)).
For further examples of this meaning-shift see (21) with the noun festmény ‘painting’, and (22)
with the noun magazin ‘magazine’.
(21)

a.

b.

c.

(22)

a.

b.

SCENARIO :

In the art museum, in Room 303 there is only one item on exhibit: a twosided painting depicting people’s front on the one side, and their backs on the other.
The two paintings were painted by two different painters and cannot be separated
from each other.
A 303-as terem-ben egy (darab) festmény van kiállítva.
the 303 room-INE one (CLgeneral ) painting is exhibited
‘In Room 303, there is one painting on exhibit.’
A 303-as terem-ben két (#darab) festmény van kiállítva.
the 303 room-INE two (CLgeneral ) painting is exhibited
‘In Room 303, there are two paintings on exhibit.’
SCENARIO : Amelia went to the news stand this morning to buy her monthly magazines. She usually buys 3 different ones, but this morning she could only find two of
her usual magazines, published as a special joint issue, where one of the magazines
is published on one side, and the other magazine on the other side, upside down.
Amelia bought nothing else but this special joint issue this morning.
(Ma reggel) Amélia egy (darab) magazin-t
vett.
today morning Amelia one (CLgeneral ) magazine-ACC bought
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c.

‘This morning, Amelia bought one magazine.’
(Ma reggel) Amélia két (#darab) magazin-t
vett.
today morning Amelia two (CLgeneral ) magazine-ACC bought
‘This morning, Amelia bought two magazines.’

As the examples in (20)–(22) demonstrate, Num-expressions and CL-constructions do not necessarily have similar interpretations. We summarized the main difference in Table 2.
Expression
Num
CL

What is counted by the Num
physical or informational objects
physical objects

Table 2: The types of individuals counted in different expressions
For this meaning-shift between the two kinds of expressions to occur, the following conditions
have to be met: 1. the noun has to be polysemous and have both physical object and informational
object senses, and 2. the context must not restrict the interpretation of the noun to one of its possible
senses.6

4

Problems with the previous approaches

The meaning-shift discussed in the above section poses a problem for previous approaches to mixed
nouns and the classifier-phenomenon in Hungarian. As mentioned before, both Csirmaz & Dékány
(2014) and Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) assume that Num-expressions and CL-expressions result
in the same interpretation, but they base this assumption on different grounds.
According to Csirmaz & Dékány (2014), the null classifier that is assumed to be present in
the structure of Num-expressions, and the overt classifier darab (glossed as CLgeneral in our examples) are different realizations of the same grammatical element. Furthermore, the same syntactic
structure is proposed for Num-expressions and CL-expressions. However, if the two had the same
underlying structure, a difference in their interpretation would not be expected. As our data indicate, the two expressions cannot have the same interpretation.
Since the difference in the interpretation of the two expressions correlates with the presence or
absence of the classifier, to maintain the assumption about Hungarian being a classifier language,
we could slightly modify the approach in Csirmaz & Dékány (2014) and assign the null classifier
6 By

context, we mean both the linguistic and the extra-linguistic environment of the whole nominal expression.
While the extra-linguistic context may specify the interpretation of the noun by providing potential referents for the
nominal expression, the linguistic context might involve selectional restrictions imposed by some other expression in
the sentence. For example, the verbs write or read select for informational objects in the denotation of book when the
noun appears as (part of) the direct object of the verb. Thus, the meaning-shift described above cannot be observed in
sentences with these verbs, as shown in (ii).
(ii)

Valentina írt/olvasott három (darab) könyv-et.
Valentia wrote/read three CLgeneral book-ACC
‘Valentina wrote/read three books’
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and the overt classifier darab different interpretations. Dékány (2021) indeed claims so: she observes that the overt classifier is more restrictive regarding the types of available divisions imposed
on a mass structure than the null classifier. A clear advantage of such an amendment is that this
way we can account for the fact that some nouns in Hungarian cannot occur in Num-expressions,
but can co-occur with darab (see an example in (23)), which is unexpected if the null classifier and
darab are merely different realizations of the same grammatical element.
(23)

három #(darab) márvány
three
CLgeneral marble
‘three pieces of marble’

However, this modified version of Csirmaz & Dékány (2014) raises a more general question: if
Hungarian is a system where classifiers do not have to be realized overtly, why is it that only certain nouns can co-occur with covert classifiers, while others cannot? In other words, given the
assumption that classifiers must modify all nouns in order to form grammatically count constructions, there is no obvious explanation why there is a covert classifier available only for some nouns,
and there are no other covert classifiers that could potentially modify others.7 Moreover, even if
we assign different semantics for the null classifier and darab, by maintaining the assumption that
Hungarian is a classifier language, we still cannot account for the facts about Hungarian suggesting
that there is a distinction between mass and count nouns, as discussed in Section 2.2.
Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) presume that in Hungarian the presence or absence of the classifier correlates with the ‘massness’ or ‘countness’ of the noun in the construction. In their analysis,
mixed nouns are ambiguous between being mass and count and that is why they can occur both
in Num-expressions and CL-expressions. Both expressions are counting expressions, but while in
Num-expressions, the countable entities are denoted by the noun itself, in CL-expressions, these
countable entities are in the denotation of the noun modified by the classifier.
Even though Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) could potentially account for differences in the
interpretations of the two constructions, the observed pattern we summarized in Table 2 is not a
pattern of ambiguity – two mutually exclusive interpretations – but rather one of underspecification,
when one interpretation involves the other as an alternative interpretation. Still, one could assume
that the difference in the interpretation of Num-expressions and that of CL-expressions is due to
the difference in the interpretations of count and the mass versions of the noun. To account for the
observed pattern following Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017), we must assume that the difference in the
two versions of the noun is as follows: the count version denotes both physical and informational
objects, whereas the mass version denotes physical objects only. While this way we could account
for the meaning-shift between Num-expressions and CL-expressions, we could not account for the
fact that nouns in CL-expressions can be modified by adjectives that apply to the informational
objects in the denotation of the noun, as shown in (24). In (24), the adjective unalmas ‘boring’ can
only apply to informational books, hence the denotation of könyv ‘book’ cannot be restricted to
physical books. This shows that the meaning-shift between Num-expressions and CL-expressions
cannot be reduced to noun ambiguity, thus, the approach in Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) is not
7 An

additional conceptual argument against amending Csirmaz & Dékány (2014) as described above is that by
assuming that the null classifier is different from all overt classifiers semantically, we assign unique semantic content
for a grammatical element that by definition cannot be realized phonologically. It is difficult, if not impossible, to test
such a theory empirically, as a grammatical structure with the null classifier and an ungrammatical structure without
the null classifier are spelled out exactly the same way.
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suited to account for the data in (20)–(22).
(24)

három darab unalmas könyv
three CLgeneral boring book
‘three boring books’

We take that the case of mixed nouns and the potential difference in the interpretation of Numexpressions and CL-expressions show that the classifier optionality phenomenon in Hungarian is
not sensitive to the grammatical distinction between mass and count nouns. If classifiers in expressions displaying the phenomenon were purely an indicator of some grammatical property of the
noun they modify, there should not be any semantic effect associated with their presence or absence
in a construction. However, this is not borne out by the data: the interpretation of CL-expressions
is more restricted than that of Num-expressions. Therefore, the presence or absence of classifiers
in constructions with mixed nouns is affected by semantic factors.

5
5.1

The analysis of Hungarian classifiers
An MSSC-approach

Before we give our analysis of Hungarian classifiers, we present our assumptions about the semantics of cardinal numerals and counting. Numerals in Hungarian are treated as expressions referring
to entities of type n, i.e. the numerical value expressed by the numeral; see our lexical entry for the
numeral three in (25). In the prenominal modifier position, numerals are shifted from terms of type
n into predicate modifiers of type hhe,ti, he,tii (see a similar analysis of Hungarian numerals in
Schvarcz (under review)).8 Numerals in prenominal modifier position are devices for the operation
of counting: they give the cardinality of an entity in the denotation of the predicate they modify,
where the cardinality of an entity is understood as the cardinality of the set containing all the parts
of the entity that are the smallest elements in the denotation of the predicate; see (26).9
(25)
(26)

JthreeK = 3

JthreePRENOM K = λ Phe,ti .λ xe .P(x) ∧ |x| = 3, where |x| = 3 ↔ |{y : y ≤ x ∧ P(y) ∧ ¬∃z.z <
y ∧ P(z)}| = 3

Based on our observations summarized in Table 2 above, we propose a purely semantic analysis
for Hungarian classifiers according to which the role of classifiers is to specify what kind of entities
are counted by the numeral in the construction. In our approach, the counting operation introduced
by classifiers selects parts of the entity denoted by the noun that are physically distinct, thereby the
complement of a classifier is in fact a count noun, contrary to what has been previously assumed.10
8 We treat numerals in a prenominal modifier position as intersective modifiers, just as in Landman (2003) and
Rothstein (2017). However, there these kinds of modifiers are treated as expressions of type he,ti that combine with
other expressions of type he,ti via a special compositional operation, such as M ODIFY in Chung & Ladusaw (2006).
Here we assume that intersective modifiers combine with predicates via function application.
9 There are more fine-grained theories of atomicity and counting (see Rothstein 2010b, Sutton & Filip 2016,
a.o.), but the one in (26) is sufficient for the purposes of this paper. Our analysis of Hungarian classifiers should be
compatible with these other theories.
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Here we undertake the approach that physically distinct entities have the property of being Maximally Strongly Self-Connected (MSSC, Grimm 2012). MSSC-entities are entities that are whole in
the topological sense with respect to a property P, that is, they are the smallest physically bounded
entities in the denotation of the predicate. If y is a Maximally Strongly Self-Connected entity given
the predicate P, the relation MSSC holds between y and P (formally represented as MSSC(y, P)).
We analyze the general classifier darab as incorporating this MSSC-property into the counting operation, see (27).
(27)

JdarabK = JCLgeneral K = λ Phe,ti .λ nn λ xe .P(x) ∧ |x|MSSC = n, where |x|MSSC = n ↔ |{y : y ≤
x ∧ MSSC(y, P)}| = n

Given our assumptions about the semantics of numerals in (26) and that of the classifier darab in
(27), we capture the semantic difference between Num-expressions and CL-expressions in Hungarian as follows: Num-expressions are analyzed as predicates that hold of any entity in the denotation
of the noun, and this entity has n number of parts that are atomic with respect to the property expressed by that noun; see (28). We assume that nouns like könyv ‘book’, denote both physical
and informational objects as atoms (and composite objects made up of physical and informational
parts, as in Gotham (2017)), we straightforwardly account for the fact that in Num-expressions
entities both in the physical object and the informational object sense can be counted. In contrast,
in CL-expressions, the classifier restricts the counting operation to MSSC-entities, thus the numeral
provides the number of MSSC-parts of the entity to which the CL-expression applies; see (29).
(28)
(29)

J(1a)K = Jhárom könyvK = λ x.* BOOK(x) ∧ |x| = 3

J(1b)K = Jhárom darab könyvK = λ x.* BOOK(x) ∧ |x|MSSC = 3

As (28) and (29) demonstrate, our analysis of darab CLgeneral in (27) can account for the meaningshift represented in Table 2. Moreover, in order to maintain a unified analysis to all classifiers in Hungarian, the semantics of darab can be directly extended to other classifiers like szem
‘CLsmall round ob ject ’ fej ‘CLbig round ob ject ’ etc, even though, to our knowledge, these classifiers do
not combine with nominals that exhibit the informational/physical object polysemy. We assume
that these classifiers select nominals based on the size and shape of the entities in their denotation.
Thus, they can be analyzed as lexically more specified versions of darab CLgeneral , each of them
adding some additional properties to be fulfilled by the entities that are counted. As we did with
darab in (29), we represent these extra properties of these other classifiers as restrictions on the
entities selected by the counting operation; see our lexical entry for szem in (30).
(30)

JszemK = JCLsmall round ob ject K =
= λ Phe,ti .λ nn λ xe .P(x) ∧ |x|MSSC - SMALL - ROUND = n, where
|x|MSSC - SMALL - ROUND = n ↔ |{y : y ≤ x ∧ MSSC(y, P) ∧

10 We

SMALL (y)

∧

ROUND (y)}| = n

acknowledge that this assumption has ramifications for the typological and generative theory of classifiers.
In this paper, we do not undertake to explain the theoretical implications of classifiers combining with count nouns,
but propose an analysis that treats the Hungarian classifier darab as a restrictor on the domain of counting.
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5.2

Some remarks on mass nouns, abstract nouns and concrete nouns

Before concluding the paper, we would like to highlight some further characteristics of our analysis
of Hungarian classifiers. First, since we assume that the presence or absence of the classifier darab
in Hungarian is not related to the grammatical mass/count distinction, we maintain that the reason
why some nouns in Num-expressions are ill-formed is also semantic. That is to say, there are no
rules in our grammar that prevent any noun from being directly modified by a numeral. According
to our analysis in (26), numerals as prenominal modifiers are sensitive to the non/atomicity of the
denotation of the noun they combine with, as they provide the number of parts of an entity that are
atomic relative to the property expressed by the noun. Thus, if the noun in a Num-expression is
such that its denotation is non-atomic – which is the case in most of the nouns that are grammatically mass – the Num-expression can be assigned no interpretation (putting aside typical packaging
contexts, see Jackendoff 1991 and Landman 1991), as shown in (31a). However, if such nouns occur in CL-expressions, the expression is semantically well-formed because the counting operation
targets MSSC-parts of the entity in the denotation of the noun, see (32a). In the case of nouns
whose denotation is lexically non-atomic, MSSC-entities may be physically distinct pieces of matter (blocks, chunks, nuggets, etc.), and we assume that these entities can only be provided by the
context.
(31)

(32)

a. #három agyag
three clay
b. Jhárom agyagK = λ x.CLAY(x) ∧ |x| = 3
a.

b.

három darab agyag
three CLgeneral clay
‘three pieces of clay’
Jhárom darab agyagK = λ x.CLAY(x) ∧ |x|MSSC = 3

Second, while our analysis correctly predicts the meaning shift described in Section 3, it does not
predict that classifiers can in fact occur with abstract nouns, as shown in (33). Abstract nouns in
CL -expressions pose the following problem for our analysis: they are assumed to have abstract objects in their denotation, and since abstract objects do not have an extension in physical space, the
MSSC -property imposed by the classifier cannot apply to them. Hence, we predict that classifiers
should not appear with abstract nouns, but in fact, they do. This could be because the meaning of
the classifier is coerced so that the MSSC-property is not understood along physical dimensions,
but along some other relevant dimension(s) specified by the lexical meaning of the noun. In the
case of történet, ‘story’, in (33), the classifier can restrict the counting operation to some arbitrary
structural requirement imposed on complete individual stories, such as having a beginning, discussion and an end. Moreover, both authors share the intuition that the main difference between
három történet and három darab történet in (33) can be captured as follows: while the former can
pick out three partially overlapping stories, the latter can only apply to three separate ones. This
can be attributed to a strong non-overlap requirement imposed by the classifier (where the overlap
relation is understood along the dimension specified by the noun). The analysis for cases as in (33)
(and as in (ii) in footnote 6) is subject to future research.
(33)

három (darab) történet
three CLgeneral story
13

‘three stories’
Third, the assumptions in this paper are based on nouns which are polysemous and have both physical and informational object senses. Our analysis can be extended to concrete nouns – nouns which
only denote physical objects. In such cases, we correctly predict that the classifier has no major semantic contribution: even though the Num-expression, három fotel, and the CL-expression, három
darab fotel, in (34) are assigned different interpretations (see (34a) and (34b), respectively), in both
expressions, the counting operation can only target entities of the physical object type.11
(34)

6

három (darab) fotel
three CLgeneral armchair
‘three armchairs’
a. Jhárom fotelK = λ x.ARMCHAIR(x) ∧ |x| = 3
b. Jhárom darab fotelK = λ x.ARMCHAIR(x) ∧ |x|MSSC = 3

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a formal semantic analysis of Hungarian classifiers, according to which
classifiers require the counting operation to select physically distinct entities. We argued for such
an analysis based on the case of nouns that display the so-called classifier optionality phenomenon,
and that are also polysemous having both a physical object and an informational object sense. We
showed that with these nouns, the absence or presence of the classifier correlates with a meaning
difference: if such nouns combine with a numeral directly, the numeral can count both the physical
objects and the informational objects denoted by the noun. In contrast, if such nouns appear with a
classifier, the counting operation is restricted to physical objects. This purely semantic difference
between counting expressions with and without a classifiers shows that absence or presence of
the classifier in Hungarian is not sensitive to the grammatical mass/count distinction, and so the
presence or absence of the classifier does not indicate whether the noun is count or mass. Rather,
classifiers are elements with their own lexical content that potentially restricts the type of objects
to be counted in the denotation of the noun they modify.
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11 Here

we ignore the possible kind-reading of Num-expressions that disappears in CL-expressions, as discussed in
Schvarcz & Nemes (2021). However, our analysis is compatible with the observations therein.
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